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Abstract: We investigate the effect of quantum decoherence and relaxation in neutrino
oscillations using MINOS and T2K data. The formalism of open quantum systems is used
describe the interaction of a neutrino system with the environment, where the strength of
the interaction is regulated by a decoherence parameter Γ. We assume an energy depen-
dence parameterized by Γ = γ0(E/GeV)
n, with n = −2, 0,+2, and study three different
scenarios. The MINOS and T2K data present a complementary behavior, with regard to
our theoretical model, resulting in a better sensitivity for n = +2 and n = −2, respectively.
We perform a combined analysis of both experimental data and include a reactor constraint
on sin2 θ13. The results of our combined analyses improve significantly the previous bounds
on γ0 for n = −2, reporting an upper bound of 1.7 × 10−23 GeV, at the 90% confidence
level.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of neutrino oscillation [1] about 20 years ago and consequently the fact that
neutrinos are massive particles opened a window to new investigations in neutrino physics.
The neutrino oscillation phenomenon arises from a quantum effect of interference among
different neutrino mass eigenstates [2]. An interesting possibility of investigation is the
neutrino quantum decoherence and relaxation, which can affect the interference in oscillat-
ing systems [3]. Quantum decoherence and relaxation, in general, could be originated by:
(i) an intrinsic way, when we have a broadening of the width of the wave packet, and (ii) an
extrinsic way, when we have an interaction of the neutrino system with the environment,
inducing changes in the neutrino evolution. The investigation of the second type is the goal
of this work, which can be described by the known Lindblad equation or, being historically
correct [4], the Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad master equation [5, 6].
In this picture many new parameters arise from the neutrino evolution, opening several
possibilities to investigate the decoherence and relaxation. Under the neutrino oscillation
framework, the decoherence (relaxation) parameters affect the oscillatory (non-oscillatory)
terms of the probability [7]. The general scenario of decoherence and relaxation is known as
dissipation effect [7–13], which behavior is similar to the neutrino decay scenario [14]. The
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kind of decoherence we are interested in this analysis could arise, for instance, from quan-
tum gravity effects [15–19]. Motivated by this hypothesis, we can parameterize the decoher-
ence with an energy dependence given by a power-law [11, 15, 20–24]. Previous investiga-
tions, considering this assumption as a starting point, have constrained decoherence models,
using atmospheric neutrinos [15, 24, 25], accelerator neutrinos [7, 10, 12, 13, 20, 23, 26–30]
and solar/reactor neutrinos [9, 28, 31, 32]. Recently, the decoherence was also proposed
to explain the LSND anomaly [17, 21, 22, 33] and a possible incompatibility in the experi-
mental measurement of the mixing angle θ23 [30] among NOνA [34] and T2K [35]. In order
to contribute to this active field of investigation, we aim to present new constraints to the
decoherence and relaxation.
The precision measurement of θ13 by reactor neutrino experiments [36, 37] allows the
investigation of CP violation in the leptonic sector, as well as the neutrino mass ordering.
It also allows studies about the possible effect of the decoherence and relaxation on the
unanswered issues in neutrino oscillation, as shown by Ref. [38]. Other possibilities, such
as CPT violation due to quantum decoherence, are also discussed in Refs. [17, 39–41]. One
of our goals in this study is to discuss the decoherence and relaxation effects under the
oscillation parameters. For that purpose, we assume a framework of three-flavors neutrino
oscillation obeying the normal mass ordering.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the theoretical devel-
opment of the neutrino oscillation described by the Lindblad dynamics. We also present
the proposed cases (Section 2.1) and discuss the effect of the energy dependence on the
decoherence and relaxation parameters in the oscillation probability. Next, in Section 3, we
present the χ2 analyses developed for MINOS and T2K data. In Section 4 we first show the
results of our analysis for MINOS, T2K, and their combination, considering each scenario
investigated, and the effect of the inclusion of a reactor constraint. We then compare our
results with the bounds previously reported in the literature. Finally, we summarize this
study and give our conclusions in Section 5. The Appendix A introduces some important
properties of the neutrino system in the light of the Lindblad dynamics and a detailed
description of the computation of the probability function. The Appendix B describes
the validation method to obtain the allowed regions for the parameters of the standard
oscillation scenario.
2 Theoretical model for neutrino decoherence and relaxation
The neutrino phenomenology is usually characterized by the formalism of closed quantum
systems, where the evolution of the state, in vacuum, is fully described by a Hamiltonian
i
d
dt
νj = Hνj . (2.1)
The (νj)
T = (ν1, ν2, ν3) are the neutrino mass eigenstates and H is the Hamiltonian in
mass basis, H = diag(H0,H0 + ∆m221/2E,H0 + ∆m231/2E), where H0 is a constant, not
relevant for neutrino oscillation phenomenology, ∆m2ij ≡ m2i −m2j is the difference of the
squared neutrino masses, with i, j = 1, 2, 3, and E is the neutrino energy. The solution
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of Eq. (2.1) can be written as νj(t) = Sjiνi(t = 0), where S is the evolution matrix
of the neutrino system. Using the mixing matrix U , which relates the flavor and the
mass states, να = Uαjνj , with α = e, µ, τ , we can compute the neutrino probability as
P (να → νβ) ≡ |(US†U †)βα|2.
Due to the quantum nature of the neutrino evolution, when neutrinos are crossing
large distances we may have decoherence effects induced by the separation of mass eigen-
states [42–44]. Here we will discuss a framework of decoherence and relaxation of neutrinos
induced by their interaction with the environment, causing a change in the neutrino evolu-
tion. In the literature, there are different models for the interaction of a given system with
the environment [45–47]. For instance, at Reference [45] the interaction is modeled as a set
of harmonic oscillators. However, we will not restrict our analysis to a specific interaction
model and will keep a phenomenological approach.
The general class of evolution of a given system due to environment interaction is called
open quantum system. Assuming that neutrinos are described by such a system, we will
discuss the implications of that in the neutrino oscillation framework testing it in present
accelerator neutrino experiments. We will assume that the neutrinos follow the Gorini-
Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad equation in the mass basis [5, 6]. Other work formulates
the decoherence and the relaxation scenarios in the flavor basis of neutrinos [48]. In the
mass basis we have
d
dt
ρ(t) = −i[H, ρ(t)] +D[ρ(t)], (2.2)
where ρ and H are the density matrix and the Hamiltonian of the neutrino subsystem,
respectively. D is an operator that has all the information to characterize the interaction
of the neutrino subsystem with the environment, which can be described as
D[ρ(t)] = 1
2
N2−1∑
=1
(
[V, ρV
†
 ] + [Vρ, V
†
 ]
)
, (2.3)
where V is a set of dissipative operators with the index  going from 1 to N
2 − 1, and N
is the dimension of the SU(N) group describing the interaction.
Considering the additional requirements of increasing Von Neumann entropy, proba-
bility conservation, complete positivity, and the decoherence and relaxation term D[ρ(t)],
defined in neutrino mass basis, as described in Appendix A, we have the neutrino evolution
matrix given by
ρ˙i =
∑
j
Mijρj and ρ0 =
√
2/3, (2.4)
where the elements of the matrix M are
Mij =
∑
k
fikjHk +Dij , (2.5)
with i, k, j = (1, · · · , 8). The ρi and Hi are, respectively, the ρ and H projection in the
SU(3) basis, fikj are SU(3) structure constants and D is the matrix defined by Eq. (2.3).
The explicit format of the elements Dij of the matrix D are computed on Appendix A and
given by Eq. (A.6).
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2.1 Decoherence and relaxation scenarios
The requirement of complete positivity stipulates that all eigenvalues ofD must be negative,
otherwise, the system would have abnormal behavior such as probabilities above one [8].
For a diagonal matrix,
D = diag{D11,D22,D33,D44,D55,D66,D77,D88}, (2.6)
the positivity condition is automatically satisfied if the diagonal elements are Dii ≤ 0. An
additional condition is made in the literature in case there is energy exchange between the
environment and the neutrino system, as discussed in Appendix A.
The form of the matrixM that rules the neutrino evolution equation (Eqs. (2.4, 2.5))
is
M =

D11 −∆21 0 0 0 0 0 0
∆21 D22 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 D33 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 D44 −∆31 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∆31 D55 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 D66 −∆32 0
0 0 0 0 0 ∆32 D77 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D88

, (2.7)
where ∆ij = ∆m
2
ij/2E and Dii are the non-zero diagonal elements of the matrix D. The
solution of Eq. (2.4), using the explicit formula for M, is solved in the Appendix A. The
full probability is
P (να → νβ) = δαβ −
∑
j>i
{
4R[Wijαβ]
[
sin2
(
Ωij
4
L
)]
− 2
[
I[Wijαβ]
]
sin
(
Ωij
2
L
)}
e−ΓijL
−2
∑
j>i
{[−R[Yijαβ] (∆D)ij + I[Wijαβ] (2∆ij − Ωij)
Ωij
]
sin
(
Ωij
2
L
)}
e−ΓijL
−1
2
{(
1− 3|Uα3|2√
3
)(
1− 3|Uβ3|2√
3
)(
1− eD88L)}
−1
2
{(|Uα1|2 − |Uα2|2) (|Uβ1|2 − |Uβ2|2) (1− eD33L)} , (2.8)
where Wijαβ ≡ U∗αiUαjUβiU∗βj is the Jarlskog invariant [49, 50] and Yijαβ ≡ U∗αiUαjU∗βiUβj
is a new amplitude that appears in the decoherence scenario. This later amplitude is not
invariant by Majorana phases, as noticed before in Ref. [10, 16, 39, 41]. The quantities Γij
and Ωij are given in Eq. (A.12) and (A.13) of Appendix A. In the limit of null decoherence
and relaxation we have, Ωij → 2∆ij ,Dij → 0,Γij → 0, (∆D)ij → 0, with all the terms in
the first line of Eq. (2.8) recovering the usual three neutrino oscillation, while the terms in
the other lines vanish.
The oscillation probability shown in Eq. (2.8) has damping terms, which appear in:
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1. the oscillatory term, shown in the first and second lines of Eq. (2.8), which is governed
by the Γij parameters. This is usually called decoherence in the literature [51];
2. the non-oscillatory term, in the third and fourth lines of Eq. (2.8). This phenomenon
is referred to as relaxation in the literature [51].
From our choice of decoherence and relaxation matrix D and the 2× 2 block-diagonal
nature of M, we observe that different sub-matrices will decouple in the evolution and in
the neutrino probability as well. For instance, the elements D11 and D22 are correlated to
the solar neutrino oscillation (which is guided by ∆m221), while D44, D55, D66, and D77
have correlation to the atmospheric/long-baseline neutrino oscillation (which is related to
∆m231 and ∆m
2
32). In other words, the oscillation that is mostly between the first and
second generation, i.e. i, j = 1, 2, implies that the main role of the decoherence will be
made by the D11 and D22 and then the more important terms are Γ21 and Ω21.
Next, we will describe the different decoherence and relaxation scenarios that we are
going to investigate. Considering that we have eight diagonal elements, Dii, and using their
explicit form given by Eq. (A.6), we should find a self-consistent solution for D in terms
of the requirements of strict increase of entropy, probability conservation and complete
positivity. We then decide to investigate three possible scenarios, described below, and
summarized in Table 1:
1. Case 1: We choose a democratic scenario, where all entries Dii are non-zero and
equal, Dii = −Γ, for i = 1, · · · , 8. Under these assumption, we obtain Γij → Γ,
Ωij → 2∆ij , and (∆D)ij → 0 and the second line of the oscillatory term in Eq. (2.8)
is vanished. In this case, we have decoherence and relaxation at the same time.
2. Case 2: We consider no energy exchange (see Appendix A for details), implying that
D33 = D88 = 0, with all others elements Dii = −Γ. Obviously, this will also result in
Γij → Γ, Ωij → 2∆ij , and (∆D)ij → 0, vanishing the second, third and fourth lines
of Eq. (2.8). The only difference of the resulting oscillatory term (first line) of the
probability to the standard oscillation probability is the exponential damping terms.
In this case, we have decoherence only.
3. Case 3: The difference between this case and Case 2 is that we will assume that the ef-
fect of the decoherence will be happening in the D sector relevant for long-baseline ex-
periments only. This implies that D11 = D22 = 0. Thus we continue assuming no en-
ergy exchange, D33 = D88 = 0, and the other elements are Dii → −Γ, for i = 4, · · · , 7.
The probability is the same as in Case 2 except for the absence of the exponential
term for Γ21. In other words, we keep the terms only in the atmospheric/long-baseline
neutrino oscillation, related to ∆m231 and ∆m
2
32 mass scales. In this case, we have
decoherence only.
From Table 1 we easily note that in all cases Γ31 = Γ32, and they are equal to Γ. In
Case 1, we have Γ21 = Γ and relaxation is allowed (but constrained to the same value of
Γ). In Case 2, we also have Γ21 = Γ, but no relaxation is allowed. And in Case 3, we set
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Models D11 D22 D33 D44 D55 D66 D77 D88 Γ21 Γ31 = Γ32
Case 1 -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ Γ Γ
Case 2 -Γ -Γ 0 -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ 0 Γ Γ
Case 3 0 0 0 -Γ -Γ -Γ -Γ 0 0 Γ
Table 1. The decoherence and relaxation parameters that characterize the models that we inves-
tigate.
Γ21 = 0 and no relaxation is allowed also. Thus, these scenarios allow us to compare cases
1 and 2 to investigate any effect due to relaxation. And the comparison of cases 2 and 3
allows the investigation of not constraining the solar and atmospheric sectors to the same
decoherence parameter.
2.2 Energy dependence
The energy dependence of the decoherence and relaxation parameter does not have a pre-
cise underlying theory. In the literature there are different proposals of which we can cite
as examples the following: (i) energy independence, E0, (ii) E2 dependence, appealing to
quantum gravity arguments [17], and (iii) E−1 dependence, assuming to have similar depen-
dence of usual oscillation phase. Thus, in general, we can consider an energy dependence
like En and write the decoherence and relaxation parameter as [15, 21],
Γ = γ0
(
E
E0
)n
, (2.9)
where γ0 is the constant parameter, E is the neutrino energy, n is the power-law depen-
dence, and E0 is an energy reference that we set as a constant and equal to 1 GeV. In
the following section we are going to analyze the three different cases listed in Table 1,
for three different power-law dependence, n = −2, 0,+2, to constrain these cases using all
available information from the MINOS [52] and the T2K [53, 54] experiments.
To present the behavior of the survival and transition probabilities under the de-
coherence and relaxation framework we choose, as an example, the Case 1 (Table 1),
for different values of n. The left and middle panel of Figure 1 show the muon neu-
trino survival probability for MINOS and T2K, respectively, while the right one shows
the transition (νµ → νe) probability for T2K. We used the following oscillation param-
eters to be fixed to the best-fit values of Ref. [55], sin2 θ23 = 0.580, sin
2 θ12 = 0.310,
sin2 θ13 = 0.02240, ∆m
2
31 = 2.525× 10−3 eV2, ∆m221 = 7.39× 10−5 eV2, and δCP = 217◦.
We set γ0 = 10
−22 GeV to investigate its effect for the different energy dependencies.
Comparing the decoherence and relaxation probabilities to the standard oscillation
probability, shown in Figure 1, we can observe that, for a certain value of γ0, the effect on
the survival probability in MINOS for n = +2 is stronger than for n = −2. On the other
hand, for the survival probability in T2K, the n = +2 curve is very close to the standard
oscillation curve, for energies below 1.5 GeV (relevant for T2K disappearance analysis),
and no significant effect is noted. Finally, for energies below 1 GeV, which is the energy
range for the T2K νe appearance analysis, the effect for n = −2 is stronger than the effect
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Figure 1. The survival probability, Pµµ ≡ P (νµ → νµ), for MINOS (left) and T2K (middle),
and the transition probability, Pµe ≡ P (νµ → νe), for T2K (right), as a function of energy. We
show the probability curves for the standard oscillation model (black solid) and for the decoherence
and relaxation model, with n = −2 (red dotted), n = 0 (green dashed-dotted), and n = +2 (blue
dashed). The parameter γ0 is fixed and equal to 10
−22 GeV.
for the other values of n. We also note that the muon to electron neutrino conversion
probabilities, under decoherence and relaxation, are always higher than the probability for
the standard oscillation case.
We then observe two clear domains: below and above 1 GeV, where depending on the
energy range of the experiment we can better constrain negative or positive values of n. This
complementary behavior between MINOS and T2K makes their combination interesting
to impose constraints on γ0 for both energy dependencies. Summarizing, MINOS (T2K)
would imply a more stringent constraint on γ0 for n = +2 (n = −2) than for the other
considered values of n.
3 T2K and MINOS Analyses and Data-set
We have performed an analysis using MINOS [52] and T2K [53, 54] published data. MINOS
experiment used two detectors, located at 1 km and 735 km from the target, exposed to
a neutrino beam produced at FERMILAB. Its beam-line could be configured to optimize
muon neutrino or anti-neutrino composition. In this analysis we used both neutrino and
anti-neutrino disappearance data [52] from the neutrino optimized configuration, which
comprised 10.71 × 1020 POT (protons on target). T2K is a 295 km baseline experiment
consisted of two detectors exposed to a neutrino beam produced at J-PARC. The T2K
neutrino beam has also two configurations: neutrino and anti-neutrino runs. However,
differently from MINOS, T2K does not distinguish neutrino and anti-neutrino events. The
T2K data-set we used are from νµ disappearance and νe appearance analyses from both
neutrino (7.48× 1020 POT) and anti-neutrino (7.47× 1020 POT) runs [53, 54].
Due to the number of events per energy bin i in MINOS data, we could used the
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following Gaussian χ2 formula,
χ2MINOS =
∑
i
(
N thi −Ndi
σi
)2
, (3.1)
where the number of data events is Ndi , the total error is σi, and the prediction of the
theoretical model is N thi = (1 + α)N
sig
i + (1 + β)N
b
i , which considered the signal, N
sig
i ,
and background, N bi , contributions with normalization parameters, α and β, respectively.
Gaussian penalty terms were included in the χ2 for the normalization parameters with
uncertainties σα = 14.7% and σβ = 4.0% [56].
For the T2K data analyses the calculation was performed with a χ2 formula given by
χ2T2K = 2
∑
i
[
N thi −Ndi −Ndi ln
(
N thi
Ndi
)]
, (3.2)
where the theoretical prediction of events is
N thi =
[
1 + α+ t
(
Ei − E
Emax
)]
(N sigi +N
b
i ). (3.3)
In addition to the normalization parameter α we introduced a term (tilt) allowing a dis-
tortion of the energy spectrum [57, 58], where the parameter t is the tilt, Ei is the average
bin energy, E is the average spectrum energy, and Emax is the maximum energy of the
spectrum. The uncertainties of the penalty terms for the normalization and tilt parame-
ters were both set equal to 20% (15%) for the disappearance (appearance) analysis. The
details of the analyses are discussed at the Appendix B.
First, we validate our procedure by the χ2 analysis of each data-set as a function
of sin2 θ23, sin
2 θ13, δCP and ∆m
2
32, for the standard oscillation model, under the normal
mass ordering (the ∆m231 parameter is given by ∆m
2
31 ≡ ∆m232 + ∆m221). The oscillation
parameters sin2 θ12 = 0.307 and ∆m
2
21 = 7.54× 10−5 eV2 are fixed to the best-fit values
from Ref. [59]. Our results agree reasonably well with the results of the official MINOS and
T2K analyses. For the decoherence and relaxation model discussed on this study, there are
two additional parameters, γ0 and n, both defined in Eq. (2.9).
The top panel of Figure 2 shows the extracted spectra of neutrino events for MINOS
disappearance analyses, while the middle (bottom) panel shows the T2K disappearance and
appearance analyses for the neutrino (anti-neutrino) mode. The solid curves presented in
all spectra are the standard oscillation best-fit curves, obtained individually for each exper-
iment during our validation process. With the only purpose to observe the decoherence and
relaxation effects on MINOS and T2K spectra we kept the best-fit parameters obtained for
each experiment and included a γ0 value equal to 10
−22 GeV for different values of n. This
figure shows that MINOS is not sensitive for n = −2, while n = +2 has the more prominent
effect. On the order hand, the T2K spectra show that n = −2 has a stronger effect than
the other values of n for all four data-sets. These observations are all in agreement with
the previous discussion in Section 2.1.
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Figure 2. Top panel: spectra of MINOS data for νµ (left) and νµ (right) disappearance analyses.
Middle and Bottom panels: spectra of T2K data for disappearance (left) and appearance (right)
analyses for the neutrino mode (middle) and anti-neutrino mode (bottom). The best-fit curve for
the standard oscillation model (solid black curves), obtained on our validation process for each
experimental data-set individually. The other curves were obtained for a fixed γ0 = 10
−22 GeV
value and for the three powers, n = −2, 0,+2, given by the red dotted, green dashed-dotted, and
blue dashed curves, respectively.
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4 Results
Using the detailed procedure described in Section 3 and in Appendix B we performed
different analyses, as follows:
1. MINOS data analysis, with χ2 = χ2MINOS,
2. T2K data analysis, with χ2 = χ2T2K,
3. combined MINOS and T2K data analysis, with χ2 = χ2MINOS + χ
2
T2K,
4. the previous combined analysis including a reactor constraint, with χ2 = χ2MINOS +
χ2T2K + χ
2
reactor.
For the later one, we introduce the very precise constraint of sin2 2θ13 as an external
constraint in our analysis. We define a Gaussian χ2 shape using the result from Ref. [60],
χ2reactor =
(
sin2 2θ13 − 0.0841
0.0033
)2
. (4.1)
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Figure 3. Projection of the ∆χ2 ≡ χ2−χ2min as a function of γ0 parameter. The left (right) panel
shows the bounds obtained for the analysis of MINOS (T2K) data for n = −2, 0, 2.
The results presented here comprise the analyses of all the decoherence and relaxation
models introduced at Table 1. For all analyses performed we consider as free variables
the oscillation parameters described before, sin2 θ23, sin
2 θ13, ∆m
2
32 and δCP, and the de-
coherence and relaxation parameters, γ0 and n. The solar neutrino oscillation parameters,
sin2 θ12 and ∆m
2
21, are kept fixed and we consider the normal mass hierarchy only. We
scan all these free parameters to find the best-fit solution and the allowed regions for a
given scenario, i.e., a combination of one of the cases and values of n.
We first show the projection of ∆χ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2min as a function of the γ0 parameter,
for MINOS and T2K analyses, separately, in Figure 3. It is shown the curves for Case
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1 only, since we obtained similar behavior for the curves of the others investigated cases.
The horizontal lines present the χ2 values for certain confidence levels, considering one
degree of freedom. The left (right) panel presents the bounds obtained by MINOS (T2K)
for n = −2, 0,+2, given by the red dotted, green dashed-dotted and blue dashed curves,
respectively.
In agreement to the expectation discussed before, the result for MINOS shows a better
constraint on γ0 for n = +2 than the ones for the other values of n. For n = −2 we
have found a bound two orders of magnitude less stringent than for n = +2, and a global
minimum different from zero, with a significance of about 90% C.L. On the other hand,
the analysis for T2K data shows similar constraints on γ0 for n = −2 and n = +2, with
the weaker bound obtained for n = 0. Based on the discussion of Figure 2, this result
is explained by the fact that the T2K data is dominated by the νµ + νµ disappearance
spectra, which has sensitivity for both n = −2 and n = +2. Despite the spectra of νe + νe
appearance, presenting a major effect for n = −2 energy dependence (for neutrino energies
below 1 GeV), the poor statistics from these samples does not significantly improve the
limits with regard to the analyses for n = 0 and n = +2.
From Figure 3 we can also note that some of the scenarios for Case 1, on both MINOS
and T2K data-set, result in a best-fit value of γ0 different from zero. Such behavior, which
is not particular to this case, being also present on the other cases, can potentially effect
the best-fit values and allowed regions of the neutrino oscillation parameters, as we will see
later.
At Table 2 we present the bounds on γ0 parameter, at the 90% C.L., obtained by
the individual analyses of MINOS and T2K, for all the cases and the different values of n
considered in this study. We observe that for each n and data-set (MINOS or T2K) there
is no significant difference between the cases (1, 2, and 3). Indeed, none of those differences
is greater by a factor of 2 than the others. This independence of the case is a hint that
neither of the experimental data-set used has sensitivity for the relaxation effect (comparing
the cases 1 and 2) or the constraint effect between the solar and the atmospheric sectors
(comparing the cases 2 and 3).
We also observe from the individual analyses at Table 2, that for n = +2 the MINOS
results are two orders of magnitude more stringent than the T2K results. And, due to the
complementary behavior between the two experiments, for n = −2 the T2K results are one
order of magnitude more stringent than the MINOS results. For n = 0 all the results are
very similar between MINOS and T2K. All these observations are independent of the case
investigated, as discussed before.
The combined analysis of MINOS and T2K data could give us the best of each exper-
iment to place bounds on the decoherence and relaxation scenarios. The Figure 4 shows
the best-fit values and the allowed regions, at 90% C.L., of the oscillation parameters for
the cases 1, 2, and 3. The standard oscillation scenario, given by the black solid curve, is
also presented. The left, middle, and right columns show the results for n = −2, 0, and
+2, respectively.
The top panel of Figure 4 presents the ∆m232 − sin2 θ23 projections. We observe that
there is an effect on the best-fit values for some of the scenarios with regard to sin2 θ23. For
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n = −2 n = 0 n = 2
MINOS (this work)
Case 1 (Γ31 = Γ32 = Γ21, with relaxation) (0.33 − 37.0) × 10−23 6.8× 10−23 1.7× 10−25
Case 2 (Γ31 = Γ32 = Γ21, no relaxation) 30.0 × 10−23 6.5× 10−23 2.4× 10−25
Case 3 (Γ31 = Γ32, Γ21 = 0, no relaxation) 19.0 × 10−23 5.9× 10−23 2.5× 10−25
T2K (this work)
Case 1 2.8 × 10−23 6.2× 10−23 3.1× 10−23
Case 2 2.9 × 10−23 5.2× 10−23 3.3× 10−23
Case 3 1.7 × 10−23 3.9× 10−23 4.1× 10−23
MINOS+T2K (this work)
Case 1 2.9 × 10−23 6.6× 10−23 2.3× 10−25
Case 2 3.4 × 10−23 6.1× 10−23 2.9× 10−25
Case 3 2.0 × 10−23 5.0× 10−23 3.3× 10−25
MINOS+T2K+RC (this work)
Case 1 2.7 × 10−23 6.4× 10−23 2.3× 10−25
Case 2 3.2 × 10−23 6.5× 10−23 2.8× 10−25
Case 3 1.7 × 10−23 4.8× 10−23 3.3× 10−25
Previous Bounds
Ref. [15] – 3.5× 10−23 9.0× 10−28
Ref. [27] 2.0 × 10−22 (0.6− 5.5)× 10−23 5.0× 10−25
Ref. [28] – 6.8× 10−22 –
Ref. [24] (a) 2.8 × 10−18 4.0× 10−24 1.0× 10−31
Ref. [24] (b) 4.3 × 10−20 8.2× 10−23 1.1× 10−25
Ref. [23] (c) – 4.7× 10−24 –
Ref. [23] (d) – 7.7× 10−25 –
Table 2. Our bounds on γ0, at 90% C.L. (1 degree of freedom), from the data analyses for MINOS
only, T2K only, combined MINOS+T2K, and combined MINOS+T2K with reactor constraint.
Previous bounds based on phenomenological analyses of published data (Ref. [15] at 90% C.L. for
Super-Kamiokande, Ref. [27] at 68% C.L. for MINOS, Ref. [28] at 95% C.L. for KamLAND, and
Ref. [24] (a) and (b), at 95% C.L., for IceCube and DeepCore, respectively) and on sensitivity
analyses (Ref. [23] (c) and (d), at 90% C.L., for DUNE under two different flux configurations). All
bounds are in GeV.
those scenarios, the inclusion of the decoherence moves the best-fit value to sin2 θ23 6= 12 ,
modifying the result obtained for the standard oscillation scenario, where sin2 θ23 =
1
2 .
However, more important than that, it is also observed that the allowed regions for all
cases and values of n are not significantly different to the standard oscillation case. There
are small differences observed for n = 0, which will be discussed later. The bottom panel
of Figure 4 shows the δCP− sin2 θ13 allowed regions. There are some effect on these regions
due to the decoherence and relaxation scenarios. Such results are obviously dominated by
the T2K νe + ν¯e appearance signal, which, as we know from Figure 2, is more sensitive to
n = −2 and n = 0 than to n = +2. These effects are noted on our allowed regions, where
the change in the plane δCP − sin2 θ13 is smaller for n = +2 than for the others.
In Figure 5 we show the best-fit values and allowed regions, at the 90% C.L., in the
planes between an oscillation parameter and the γ0 parameter, for the three cases and for
the three values of n. These results contribute to better understand the effects on the
contours presented in Figure 4. We show, in the upper and middle panels of Figure 5,
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Figure 4. The allowed regions of oscillation parameters are presented at 90% C.L. for the Case
1 (green dashed-dotted), Case 2 (red dotted), Case 3 (blue dashed) and the Standard Oscillation
(black solid) for MINOS+T2K analysis. Following the columns from the left to right we have
n = −2, 0,+2, respectively. Top panel: The projections of ∆m232 − sin2 θ23. Bottom panel: The
projections of δCP−sin2 θ13. The best-fit values for each analysis are shown, by the red circle, green
circle and blue triangles, respectively.
the allowed regions of the planes ∆m232 – γ0 and sin
2 θ23 − γ0, respectively. There are
no significant modifications in the allowed regions among the cases, for each value of n,
which gives confidence that these two oscillation parameters are robust with changes in
the decoherence and relaxation scenario. However, for n = 0 there is a small asymmetry
on the ∆m232 component of the allowed region for values of γ0 around the best-fit. This
is related to the already mentioned small distortion of the ∆m232 − sin2 θ32 allowed region,
for n = 0, at Figure 4.
In the lower panel of Figure 5, we present the allowed region for the sin2 θ13−γ0 plane
at 90% C.L. We already discussed that, due to some of the scenarios resulting in a best-fit
value of γ0 different from zero, there may be small distortions on the allowed region for
the standard oscillation parameters, which is presented on Figure 4. That situation is,
particularly, expressed on the sin2 θ13 parameter for cases 1 and 2, with n = −2 and 0,
where the consequence is a decrease of the lower bound of θ13, for γ0 values of a few of
10−23 GeV (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The allowed regions of a given oscillation parameter and the γ0 parameter, for 2 degrees
of freedom. From the top to the bottom, we present the ∆m232, sin
2 θ23, and sin
2 θ13, respectively.
The notation is the same as in Figure 4.
4.1 Decoherence and relaxation bounds without and with the reactor con-
straint
The γ0 upper bounds for the combined MINOS and T2K analysis are presented at Table 2,
for each scenario. These bounds are dominated by the analysis of MINOS (T2K) data for
n = +2 (n = −2). Once we combine the analysis of these two complementary experiments,
with regard to our theoretical model, the resulting bounds are, naturally, less stringent
than the best individual result. For instance, the result of MINOS for n = +2 is more
stringent than the combined one, independently of the case.
The results for the combined analysis including the reactor constraint are also presented
at Table 2. There are no relevant differences in the bounds with and without the reactor
constraint for each scenario. However, we notice that the differences for n = −2 and 0
are larger than for n = +2, due to the effect on θ13 previously discussed. Obviously, the
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reactor constraint affects θ13, causing a stronger effect on the scenarios better constrained
by T2K νe + νe appearance data.
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Figure 6. The projections of ∆χ2 as a function of γ0 for the combined analysis of MINOS and
T2K data-set without (upper panel) and with (lower panel) the reactor constraint. The notation
is the same as in Figure 4.
The upper (lower) panel of Figure 6 shows the projection of ∆χ2 as a function of γ0 for
each scenario and value of n, considering the combined analysis without (with) the reactor
constraint. For n = −2, cases 1 and 2 show a slight preference for the γ0 parameter to be
non-zero as best-fit value. For n = 0, all three cases show also a preference for γ0 value
different from zero. The significance of those non-zero best-fit values is increased by the
inclusion of the constraint from the reactor data analysis. The results for n = +2, which
is dominated by the analysis of the MINOS data, show no visible effect due to the reactor
constraint. All the bounds at the 90% C.L. for the combined analyses presented at the
Table 2 were obtained from these plots.
4.2 Comparing our results with previous bounds
In this section we compare the results of our combined analyses with some previous bounds
on γ0 from the literature. These bounds are presented at Table 2. Most of them are based
on phenomenological analyses of published data: (i) Ref. [15], at 90% C.L., using Super-
Kamiokande data; (ii) Ref. [27], at 68% C.L., using MINOS data; (iii) Ref. [28], at 95%
C.L., using KamLAND data; and (iv) Ref. [24], at 95% C.L., using IceCube and DeepCore
data. We also include the bounds, at 90% C.L., from a sensitivity analysis for DUNE,
under two different flux configurations (Ref. [23]). All these bounds are for the normal
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mass hierarchy. However, since some of them are based on different confidence levels, we
can only perform comparisons in terms of orders of magnitude.
We observe that for n = −2 we obtained the best limits on γ0 in the literature, for any
of the cases analyzed. Our constraints are one order of magnitude better than the previous
bounds using MINOS data and three (five) orders of magnitude better than the bounds
for DeepCore (IceCube) data.
For n = 0, the most stringent of our bounds, is better than or similar to the bounds
from the data of long-baseline and atmospheric experiments, except from the IceCube data.
Our bounds for this value of n does not exclude the inferred value of Ref. [30], which is
(2.3±1.1)×10−23 GeV. However, this value is already excluded by the limits from IceCube
data and could be excluded by DUNE, accordingly to the sensitivity analysis from Ref. [23].
The sensitivity for the high energy flux configuration of DUNE would result in the best
limit on γ0 for n = 0.
Concerning the results for n = +2, our bounds are comparable to the previous bounds
from the analyses of MINOS and DeepCore data. The best limits, however, are from the
analyses of Super-Kamiokande and IceCube data, which are around three and six orders
of magnitude, respectively, more stringent than our bounds.
We can also highlight that, for n = 0, our best-fit values of γ0, with significance ranging
from 68% to 90% C.L. (middle panel of Figure 6) are excluded by the IceCube limit (at
95% C.L.). This is an interesting conflict that could be clarified, for instance, by a data
analysis combining MINOS and IceCube or by the future DUNE experiment.
5 Conclusions
We have performed a phenomenological analysis and presented limits to neutrino quantum
decoherence and relaxation for a range of possible scenarios, using the MINOS and T2K
long-baseline data. The formalism of an open quantum system was applied to neutrinos
and anti-neutrinos on the survival and transition probabilities. The study of the oscillatory
and non-oscillatory terms of the probability allows the investigation of the effect of both
decoherence and relaxation.
Three scenarios were investigated. In the first one, all decoherence parameters are
equal and we allow the possibility of relaxation. The second one is the same as the first,
but no relaxation is allowed. And in the third one, we consider only the decoherence
parameters related to the atmospheric sector and no relaxation is allowed. We assume an
energy dependence of the decoherence parameter to be parameterized as Γ = γ0(E/GeV)
n,
with n = −2, 0,+2.
The individual analysis of MINOS (T2K) data results in more stringent bounds on γ0
for n = +2 (n = −2) than for the other values of n. That is what we call a complementary
behavior of both experimental data, with regard to our theoretical framework. For n = 0
the results of both MINOS and T2K data analysis are similar. We also observe that, for
each value of n and each experimental data, there are no significant differences among the
bounds on γ0 for the different cases investigated. Thus, we conclude that these data are not
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sensitive to the relaxation effect or the constraint effect between the solar and atmospheric
sectors.
Based on the combined analysis of MINOS and T2K data, we have found that the
decoherence and relaxation scenarios result in small distortions on the allowed regions of
the oscillation parameters. The more relevant impact is on sin2 θ13, due to the effect of γ0
in the T2K νe + νe appearance analyses. For some of the scenarios we obtained non-zero
best-fit values of γ0, which contribute to the observed effect on the oscillation parameters.
The inclusion of a reactor constraint on θ13 has a small impact on our results.
Concerning our bounds on γ0, we have presented the best limits in the literature for
n = −2. Our upper bound, for the combined analysis with the reactor constraint under
the Case 3, is γ0 < 1.7 × 10−23 GeV, at the 90% C.L., which improves the previous best
limit in one order of magnitude.
For n = 0 and +2 our results are similar to the other bounds for long-baseline data.
However, the bounds for atmospheric data, in particular from IceCube, are better than
ours. It is worth mentioning that since our analyses result in non-zero best-fit values of
γ0, for some scenarios, we could observe that the IceCube limits exclude those values.
Obviously, the potential conflict between the analyses of MINOS+T2K and IceCube data
should be clarified, for instance, by a combined data analysis.
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A Some properties of the decoherence and relaxation neutrino system
The Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad equation [5, 6] is a very general equation for
systems interacting with a larger system, so-called the environment. We will assume some
general conditions:
1. The Von Neumann entropy of the subsystem is always positive, which implies that
the operators V are hermitian, V = V
†
 [61, 62], or that
∑
 VV
†
 = I [11]. With this
condition we can use the following expansions:
H =
∑
µ
HµFµ, V =
∑
µ
v()µ Fµ, ρ =
∑
µ
ρµFµ, (A.1)
where the Fµ matrices are F0 =
1√
6
I3 and Fj =
1
2λj , where λj are the Gell-Mann
matrices and j = (1, · · · , 8). The dissipative term can be written as
D[ρ(t)] =
∑
αβ
DαβρβFα, Dαβ ≡ 1
2
∑
µνγ
(~vµ · ~vν) fγαµfγνβ , (A.2)
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where ~vµ · ~vν ≡
∑
 v
()
µ v
()
ν , and fαµγ is equal to zero, for α, µ, γ = 0 and equal to
SU(3) structure constants, for α, µ, γ = 1, 2, 3, coming from the following relation
[Fi, Fj ] = i
∑
k
fijkFk, (A.3)
with i, j, k = (1, · · · , 8).
2. Probability conservation: We will impose probability conservation, following Ref. [62],
Tr (ρ(t)) = 1 −→ Dµ0 = D0µ = 0 (A.4)
with µ = 1, 2, 3. Under these conditions the Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad
equation, defined in Eq. (2.2), can be rewritten using the Eq. (A.4) and (A.2) as
ρ˙i =
∑
k,j
(fikjHk +Dij) ρj , ρ0 =
√
2/3, (A.5)
where an explicitly symmetric form for the Dij is given by
Dij = 1
2
 8∑
p,l,q=1
(~vp · ~vl) fqipfqlj
 = −1
4
δij 8∑
p=1
~vp · ~vp − 1
3
~vi · ~vj
 . (A.6)
We have used the property of the SU(3) structure constants fikj = i[Ti]kj , in which
Ti is the adjoint representation of SU(3) algebra. Using the properties of products of
Gell-Mann matrices, we obtain
∑
q fqipfqlj = (−1) (Tq)ip (Tq)lj = 12
[
δijδpl − 13δipδlj
]
,
where the details are given in Ref. [63]. For the assumed form of the D matrix in
Eq. (2.7), see Ref. [64], the probability conservation implies that Dii < 0 for all i.
3. Complete positivity: In general, the evolution given by Eq. (A.5) will have a formal
solution [9] as
ρ(t) = TeM
′
diagtT−1ρ(t = 0), (A.7)
whereM′diag ≡ (λ1, λ2, · · · , λ8) is the diagonal form of theM, defined in Eq. (2.5), T
matrix are the eigenvectors and λi are the eigenvalues of M. In case the eigenvalues
of M are positive, then the probability would have exponential growth behavior,
that would violate the probability unitarity. The requirement to have only physically
viable solutions, with negative eigenvalues, is called complete positivity [5, 6]. A
detailed discussion on the implications of the complete positivity is given by Ref. [63].
4. Condition for energy exchange conservation: The solutions of Eq. (A.5) can be clas-
sified in two classes:
(a) no energy exchange between the system and the environment. This statement
can be written as [H, Vk] = 0, and was adopted, for example, in Refs. [7–
13, 15, 16, 20–24, 26–31, 38–40, 65–71]. It is the case where we have only
decoherence. The Hamiltonian H in the mass basis can be written as
H = H0F0 +H3F3 +H8F8, (A.8)
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where
H3 = −∆21, and H8 = ∆21 − 2∆31
2
√
3
. (A.9)
The H0 term is a constant, not relevant for us, and ∆ij ≡ ∆m2ij/2E, with
∆m2ij ≡ m2i−m2j . The condition to have no energy exchange is that the expected
value of Hamiltonian to be time independent, which implies that
∑
iHiDii =
0→ D33 = D88 = 0.
(b) energy exchange is possible and then D33, D88 6= 0. This approach was used in
Ref. [7, 8, 12, 17, 41, 48, 51, 62–64, 72].
A.1 Probability Computation
The computation of the probability is very well described in Ref. [9]. The Ref. [48] made
available a Mathematica code to compute numerically the decoherence probability for dif-
ferent cases. In our case we solve analytically the Eq. (A.5) using the explicit form of M
given in Eq. (2.7). In the flavor basis, the initial condition at t = 0, for a flavor state α,
can be described as
ρα(t = 0) ≡
∑
ij
U∗αiUαj |νi〉〈νj | =
 |Uα1|2 U∗α1Uα2 U∗α1Uα3U∗α2Uα1 |Uα2|2 U∗α2Uα3
U∗α3Uα1 U∗α3Uα2 |Uα3|2

=

1√
3
+ 12(ρ
α
3 +
1√
3
ρα8 )
1
2(ρ
α
1 − iρα2 ) 12(ρα4 − iρα5 )
1
2(ρ
α
1 + iρ
α
2 )
1√
6
ρα0 − 12(ρα3 − 1√3ρα8 )
1
2(ρ
α
6 − iρα7 )
1
2(ρ
α
4 + iρ
α
5 )
1
2(ρ
α
6 + iρ
α
7 )
1√
3
− 1√
3
ρα8

t=0
,
(A.10)
where U is the PMNS neutrino mixing matrix [73, 74] and ραi (t = 0), with i = 1, · · · , 8,
are the components of density matrix in SU(3) basis.
With these initial conditions the solution for the components ραi (L), from Eq. (A.5),
for the given form of M is as follows
ρα1,2(L) = e
−Γ21L
{
ρα1,2(0)
(
∓∆D21
Ω21
sin
Ω21L
2
+ cos
Ω21L
2
)
∓ ρα2,1(0)
(
2∆21
Ω21
)
sin
Ω21L
2
}
,
ρα4,5(L) = e
−Γ31L
{
ρα4,5(0)
(
∓∆D31
Ω31
sin
Ω31L
2
+ cos
Ω31L
2
)
∓ ρα5,4(0)
(
2∆31
Ω31
)
sin
Ω31L
2
}
,
ρα6,7(L) = e
−Γ32L
{
ρα6,7(0)
(
∓∆D32
Ω32
sin
Ω32L
2
+ cos
Ω32L
2
)
∓ ρα7,6(0)
(
2∆32
Ω32
)
sin
Ω32L
2
}
,
ρα8 (L) = e
D88Lρα8 (0), ρ
α
3 (L) = e
D33Lρα3 (0), (A.11)
where we define the Γij ,
Γ21 = −
(D11 +D22
2
)
, Γ31 = −
(D44 +D55
2
)
, Γ32 = −
(D66 +D77
2
)
, (A.12)
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and the combination
Ω21 =
√
4∆221 − (∆D21)2, Ω31 =
√
4∆231 − (∆D31)2, Ω32 =
√
4∆232 − (∆D32)2,(A.13)
where ∆Dij is
∆D21 = D22 −D11, ∆D31 = D55 −D44, ∆D32 = D77 −D66. (A.14)
The probability now can be computed as
P (να → νβ) ≡ Tr
(
ρα(t = 0)ρβ(t)
)
=
8∑
i=0
ρβi (t)ρ
α
i (t = 0), (A.15)
where, in the last equality, we should put the explicit expression for ρi(t) from Eq. (A.11)
and the initial conditions from Eq. (A.10). We then get the full probability as
P (να → νβ) = δαβ + 2
∑
j>i
{
R[Wijαβ]
[
cos
(
Ωij
2
L
)
− 1
]
+
[
R[Yijαβ](∆D)ij −=[Wijαβ]2∆ji
Ωij
]
sin
(
Ωij
2
L
)}
e−ΓijL
− 1
6
(
1− 3|Uα3|2
) (
1− 3|Uβ3|2
) (
1− eD88L)
− 1
2
(|Uα1|2 − |Uα2|2) (|Uβ1|2 − |Uβ2|2) (1− eD33L) . (A.16)
An expression for the decoherence probability to be readable when compared to the usual
three neutrino probability is shown in Eq. (2.8).
B Expected Events
We have calculated the expected number of events Nmod for an energy bin i and for a
certain theoretical model, as follows:
Nmodi =
(
bins∑
α=1
φFarα × Pmodα × σintα ×Gαi
)
× i. (B.1)
We perform a sum over all bins α to consider their contribution to a specific bin i due to
the smearing matrix G used to transform the true energy Eα to the reconstructed energy
Ei, as described below. Here φ
Far is the neutrino flux at the Far detector, which we have
calculated as described at Ref. [75]. P
mod
α is the average probability per bin for the model
being investigated, obtained by
P
mod
α =
1
δα
∫ Eα+δα/2
Eα−δα/2
Pmod(E)dE, (B.2)
where Eα and δα are the central energy and width of the bin, respectively, and P
mod(E) is
the probability formula as a function of the true energy of the neutrino. The cross-section
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for a certain interaction is given by σint, and the detection efficiency is described by ,
which is a function of the reconstructed energy.
The Gαi are the elements of the transformation matrix, modeled by Gaussian functions
as follows:
Gαi =
1
N
exp
[
−1
2
(
Ei − Eα + δE
σGα
)2]
, (B.3)
where N is a normalization constant, Ei is the reconstructed energy, and Eα is the true
energy. For non-quasi elastic processes we consider a shift δE in the Gaussian function to
handle the problem to determine the neutrino energy. To obtain the smearing matrix we
used two Gaussian functions to model it in an asymmetric shape. The Gaussian resolution
σGα used in our analysis is described at Ref. [75], except for the T2K νe appearance data,
in which we used the following resolutions for the neutrino run,
σνe,rα = 1.97E
2
α − 1.98Eα + 0.53 (GeV),
σνe,lα = 0.13Eα (GeV), (B.4)
and for the anti-neutrino run,
σνe,rα = 2.33E
2
α − 2.17Eα + 0.43 (GeV),
σνe,lα = 0.10Eα (GeV), (B.5)
where the index l(r) represents the resolution of the matrix which smear the events from
higher (lower) to lower (higher) energies. The validation of this method under the standard
oscillation model for the data-set used in this analysis is presented in Ref. [14, 75].
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